Secure and simple access to your
Company’s resources
Accessing resources easily and securely is a requirement
of any company. For this reason, there are different motivations for finding solutions that allow controlled and
optimized access to resources. Among the main drivers
of this research are:
•
•
•

Security
The speed and simplicity of access
Control of users and accesses

Praim, always sensitive to these needs, has developed
a new solution that gives a concrete answer to these
requests: ThinMan Smart Identity.
ThinMan Smart Identity is an additional ThinMan Platinum Edition module that allows users to access their
devices and resources using a personal smart card.

Security: choose your
level
ThinMan Smart Identity allows you to implement a multi-factor authentication, manage user access, enforcing
security. The administrator can decide the authentication parameters that he wants to implement: from
simply inserting the card into the reader, to requesting a
card plus username and password or PIN.

Access speed: fast login
and application roaming
Access to resources often does not require an extreme
level of security, but instead requires high speed and the
agility to log in from different workstations.
Using ThinMan Smart Identity you can provide users
with a physical key that makes the authentication
process faster on different workstations, “moving” their
resources from one workstation to another in a simple
and time-saving way.

Choose your card: contact
or contactless?
Praim Smart Identity is designed to work with many
smart cards and readers: both with physical reading of
the card through insertion (contact), and with proximity
card with NFC (contactless) technology.
Companies can count on the support of the most common cards, like a company badge, saving on the purchase costs of new smart cards.

User and access control:
versatility and scalability
Smart Identity allows you to enable different types of
access and security, in a granular way, with total control
of both users and authentication methods used.
The enrollment process is totally under control of the
administrator, who decides which devices could enroll
the smart cards, how many cards an user can enable,
as well as decide to block unwanted devices and smart
cards.

Easy, controlled and
secure access on PC and
Thin Client
ThinMan Smart Identity is available as an add-on to the
Platinum Edition of ThinMan Management Console.
Smart Identity is compatible with Agile, the Praim
solution for centralized PC simplification and control,
and with all Praim Thin Client devices (Windows and
ThinOX).
In addition to the software component, Praim offers
NFC readers and certified cards to ensure perfect operation of ThinMan Smart Identity solution in any context
of use.

Licensing
Smart Identity is available as a user lease fee, which
can be used on the ThinMan Platinum Edition endpoint
management console.
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